I had in my hands a substantial fragment of the complete history of
an unknown planet, with its architecture and its playing cards, its
mythological terrors and the sounds of its dialects, its emperors and
its oceans, its minerals, its birds and its fishes, its algebra and its fire,
its theological and metaphysical arguments ...
—Jorge Luis Borges, 'Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius'.

There are myths that enslave women and men, and myths that set
them free.
— Tulsi-ra, The Third Aja.

Please Note:
Ontolosna is a speculative
world of fantasy. It derives inspiration
from the rich religious traditions of eastern
Asia, particularly those of Tibet, Korea, China and
India, and seeks to treat these sources with respect.
However, religious traditions in Ontolosna
should never be confused with those
of the real world.
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This every young Ni knows.
This every La Mah teaches.
Much of it, of course, is wrong.
But it bears truth.

The
Bright
Journey
In every Age an Aja of Joy, and in every Age a dark
Hero of sorrows. In every Age an Aja of Change,
and in every Age a demon Hero who destroys. Yet
the choice between Ajahood and herodom can be
decided in the fall of a blade, the tone of a single
word. And even in a world of peace, there can
be some things even more terrible than war ...

B

eneath many-coloured On, the unmoving sun, the world of
Ontolosna wings forward on the back of the World-Bird. Queens
and traders and theagyns and daki ni seek to guide the fate of
empires and peoples. But all know that history is ending. Who will be the
Aja of this Age? And will her Awakening once more tear the world apart?
Welcome to the Bright Journey Project, and to the world of
Ontolosna. Ontolosna is a shared fantasy roleplaying and storytelling
world. A long-time personal obsession, it is now being developed under a
Creative Commons License as a communal vision.
Ontolosna is a progressive realm of female power where violent warfare
is comparatively rare, and where humans create and direct their deities in
massive Theagyn (‘goddess birthing’) rituals. Ontolosna’s cultural analogues
are North Asian in inspiration—Tibet, India, Korea, China, Japan—and
the project’s design aims are to question and explore notions of gender
construction, religion, myth, violence, non-violence, and social change in a
game environment with special attention to the nuances of genre.
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Building Genre
The inspirations for Ontolosna include The Journey to the West (Monkey), The Romance of the
Three Kingdoms, The Clear Mirror, The Ramayana, and other great epics of Asian literature and
myth; both in their original power and their endless reinvention in novel, film, anime, manga, and
computer game. A number of historical characters also loom large in inspiration, including Guatama
Siddhartha, Mo Ti and the Mohists, Mirabai, King Asoka, Queen Sonduk, Rani Laxmibai, Zhuge Liang,
Ban Zhou, the Chinese monk Xuanzang (‘Tripitaka’), and his twentieth century Japanese counterpart,
Kawaguchi Ekai.
Effective world design begins with an image, an idea. From this arises a series of themes and
questions, the beginnings of genre. In exploring these themes, in answering these questions, you
create a structure, the beginnings of a world-story. You discover what it will be interesting to explore,
your campaign themes, your central narrative drive. You uncover where the creative challenges lie.
You discover the sources of wonder.
Ontolosna began with a single image, a young Asian woman meditating beneath a waterfall, buffeted
by the icy cascade. That woman was smiling. It took me some time to discover who the woman was
(her name is Naksu: you will meet her again— ‘one who strews forth compassion like falling water
from the edge’), why she was important, and why half the world was seeking her. By the time I had
uncovered these basic truths, I had a story, and the beginnings of a new world.

F o u r C r e at i v e T h e m e s
In laying the foundations of the Ontolosnan story, I chose a number of key themes, all of which
turned out to be more or less inversions of standard fantasy tropes.

The

rise of

Woman

Rather than 'The Fall of Man', we have 'The Rise of Woman'. Ontolosnan women dominate most
spheres of life, and are securely at the centre of clan and government. Their linguistic, cultural, moral
and ritual superiority is obvious and largely unquestioned. Matriliny as the dominant kinship
pattern. In matrilineal systems, marriage and biological fatherhood are relatively unimportant, a
man's interests lie more with his sister's children than his own, divorce is relatively common, and
'uncle' is far more important to the extended family corporation-clan than 'father'.
Generally, Ontolosnans do not cling to the past or to tradition for its own sake. Their outlook is
optimistic and progressive. The AJi challenge them into change, the Bookburners free them from
the oppressions of the past.
It is my hope that in exploring Ontolosna we might model and test alternative renderings of gender
and society that are not just simple role reversals, but a catalyst to creative and thoughtful writing
and play.

Making Gods
I wish to consistently employ an anthropological approach to myth and religion in exploring
Ontolosna, taking religion seriously as a human artefact and creative cultural process.
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Rather than 'gods created humankind', we have 'humans create gods'. And they do, regularly, in
massive season- or year- long Theagyn (‘goddess birthing’) rituals, awakening, strengthening,
altering and even combining the god-like kut for protection, for war, for prestige, and to employ
them as keepers of communal wisdom, knowledge and magic.
A second trope dominant in western thinking and in roleplaying especially is, ‘What can my god do
for me?’ A diversity of spiritual traditions prosper in Ontolosna, but the basic cultural imperative is
a kind of this-worldy, this-lifetime Buddhism. Liberation or Tay’kan in the course of this single life
is the great goal for human and kut alike. Tay’kan is the awakening into true seeing and non-dual
thinking, freedom from all that is unnecessary, a state of balance, insight, and deep joy unfolding
from courageous compassion. And Tay’kan is something you can only achieve by your own effort.
Ontolosnan religiosity is entirely this-worldly in its focus. There is no widespread belief in lifebeyond-death or reincarnation. Religion is about living well, here and now.

B o dy

is

All

Rather than the easy duality of ‘body and soul’ and the opposition of body to spirit, body is soul
to the majority of Ontolosnans. There is no autonomous realm of spirit, nothing that is completely
removed from the somatic and the material. Even the kut have a physical aspect that can be
threatened or destroyed. Even the gods die.

Q u e s ti o n

the

Hero

Just what makes a true hero? Respect for life runs deep in many farwing cultures, and war and acts
of overt violence are comparatively rare. Ontolosnans have developed a variety of strategies—from
diplomacy to espionage to deception to the use of kut—to limit outbreaks of organised violence.
The Aji teach that responding to violence with violence is an injustice, not only to the other person
but also to oneself. Forgiveness and compassion can seldom be delivered at the point of a blade. Yet
dark clouds of turmoil threaten once again, from within and without. And when peace is shattered,
adherence to high principle is severely tested. The Bright Journey can make terrible demands.

Forging

the

Bright Journey

If notions of genre sit firmly at the centre of the world-building impulse, then it is my hope that we
can build a new genre even as we build a new world.
Ontolosna is equally utopian and dystopian in its portrayal of the various peoples who live beneath
the ever-changing eye of On, the Great Lantern. Ontolosnans have a progressive ethos, and keep
building utopias, but these utopias keep crashing down. The still-evolving game imperatives of genre,
system and campaign all then begin to focus around a few key questions:
•

What is the ideal woman?

•

What is the ideal man?

•

Is it possible to build an ideal society? If so, what form might this ideal take?

•

What factors act to prevent such societies being sustained?

•

If godlike beings truly existed, what form might negotiations with them take?
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Before proceeding, it is important to understand what these chapters collectively represent. They are
not meant to be roleplaying background or campaign description. Rather, they represent a beginning
of foundations and core ideas and questions, an invitation to co-creators and world builders to enter
into the Bright Journey, or to adapt certain themes for their own use. At this stage, posing the right
sorts of questions is utterly crucial. The campaign book will come, but it is yet some ways off.
My own Ontolosnan campaign themes, however, are already clear. They centre upon the search for
the last Aja, her Awakening, the effort to reopen the continent-spanning Knife Lung Road,
drastic changes in the relationships between kut and humans, the return of war, and, almost
incidentally, the end of all things. It is filled with women and men of courage and heart—traders
and caravan guards; young pilgrims learning to accept the world; hardy wilderness explorers;
semi-nomadic, yak-riding herders and kut hunters; powerful Dyo Adepts; fearful daki ni warrior
nuns and their snow leopard companions, answerable only to the vision of the Aji; and courageous
diplomats who must use strategy, wisdom, daring and compassion in averting the return of a violence
too terrible to contemplate.
The game system will be simple and non-intrusive, serving the genre, focusing on player-characters’
inner battles with demons and shadows, mastering oneself in pursuit of joy, power and liberation.

T h e O n to l o s n a n C r e ato r s ’ G u i d e b o o k
This PDF forms part of the first series of draft chapters. Mountain Breaks Storm contains a brief
introduction to the Ontolosnan adventure. On the Back of the World-Bird describes the three
suns, the known world, the physik of shadow, the nature of time, and other basic ‘ontological’ facts.
Gifts of the Aji introduce the human and animal Aji, the movers and shakers of Ontolosnan history.
Puddle Gods and Hungry Ones describes the mysterious creatures known as kut, who are both
the raw animal material of goddess-birthing and the deities themselves, the Devis of Beauty and
Delight. Daughters Upon Black Horses explores key farwing nations and cultures: including
descriptions of everyday life, the Four Giftings, occupations and castes, key locales, and the nature
of gender, power, and sexuality. Supporting resources such as maps, spreadsheets, and draft materials
are available from the Ontolosnan wiki at <http://ontolosna.wikispaces.com>.
Being part reference manual, these pages at times contain a bevy of new terms, strange names, and
rather complicated tables. Please don’t sweat the detail. Most terms have a translation, use those
initially. Take in the concepts and core ideas, and use them to propel your own creativity.
Ontolosna is part creative dream, part desire to look with fresh eyes and a questioning mind, part
fantasy ethnography, and part adventure campaign, but mainly it is a response to the call of a rich
and wondrous story demanding to be told. Ontolosna beckons. I invite you to read, respond, imagine,
question, reform, create, write, and share. At this point in Ontolosna’s creation, every statement is a
question, every fact invites you to consider its implications for world, for genre, for campaign, and
for system. Come join the Bright Journey.

John
August 2009
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Mountain
Breaks
Storm
A brief introduction to the Ontolosnan adventure

Let us create a great story together. Imagine
a world set upon the back of a giant bird,
warmed by three unsetting suns, a realm where
the ever-changing colour cycle of the major
sun determines light and near-darkness, and
where the vast slow beating of the WorldBird’s wings mark the years and seasons.
This world is Ontolosna.
Meditation 1 - Mountain Breaks Storm



The Regions

of

F a r wi n g O n t o l o s n a

The Peoples

of

F a r wi n g O n t o l o s n a

A F o u r M i n u t e O n to l o s n a
Of Women
Much of Ontolosna is a realm of womens’ power. Early in Ontolosnan history, it was
women who first mastered the flow of Gi through their bodies, gaining control
over fertility, magic, and pleasure. It was women who developed effective
contraception, who performed the horse sacrifice, who mastered martial arts and
tantra. The forces of history, myth and culture have produced a largely matristic
and matrifocal world where the technologies of the state, of society, and of religion
often favour the female, and where women lead and teach and guide in every realm.
Women control the apparatus of government and lead the castes, boghwan (clans)
and chek (corporation-clans). They dominate the priestly and shamanic professions,
and the Munban and Chumgin, the scholarly and professional classes. Most traders
are women.
Is not the bright high ever-changing sun female, the impulse of mind and emotion and
energy, while the dark hard mountain is male, matter and fixity? In the union of sun and
mountain comes life, seed, snow and rain. In all things, the impulse of mind gives birth
to matter, and only in matter can mind and emotion and energy find full expression. It is
women who hold the power to birth children and gods.
One highly visible sign of women’s power is that only they may ride horses.

Of Men
Though limited by nature, with discipline and patience men may rise to the same heights of
attainment as women. Most men are farmers or herders, labourers, Tulat Jah (‘troopers’), domestic
servants, or wandering SaRda (philosophical or religious ‘renouncers’). Yet as they master their
inclinations to anger and violence, men may seek entry to the inner tent, the realm of trade and
leadership. They might join a monastery and enter the great mysteries of Kuta Dyo, the many paths
to the Sacred. They may rise to become a trader, and seek riches in the pleasure of the new. Even the
rudest yak-rider might journey to a city, shave his beard and become a servant or MulNunja host,
gaining refinement and acumen as he rises through the Matra, the circles of government.
Practically, men are often limited in education and religious training. They have their own cults, and
often practice shamanic or tantric rites. In many of the great cities, mens’ mobility is restricted, and
curfews control when they may venture into public. Even the most rudimentary settlement or camp is
divided into the secure Inner Tents of women and children and the Outer Tents of men. Despite
this, men do exercise a considerable amount of informal social power, mostly in their role as brothers
or lifemates to important women.

O f H i s to r y
Imagine ancient China as it was, say, in the closing years of the Song dynasty. Imagine its great cities,
its vibrant science, philosophy, and culture; its scholars, traders, nobles, lovers, and adventurers. Take
China’s love of harmony and nature, its strong civic and philosophical ethic, its humour and love of
learning, and give it all a strong matrifocal twist.
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Of Horses
The horse is the totemic animal of the Tlöna, and the
great ritual of horse sacrifice is central to Tlönan rites
of queenship and state power.
All horses are sacred. Only a woman may ride a horse,
and to possess a horse for riding is a sign of status
and authority. To receive a horse as a gift is a great
honour, but the cost of its ongoing care can be a
heavy burden. More commonly, horsetail bundles are
exchanged as symbols of blessing and good fortune.
Horses are relatively uncommon, and enjoy the total
protection of custom and law. They can only be raised and handled by women, and because of
this, often react negatively to the proximity of men. (In Tlön, horse handlers are a priestly sub
caste). Mares and geldings are ridden, while stallions are used in sacrifice. Horses are often painted
and richly bejewelled, and receive courtesy-offerings on high festival days. Upon death, all horses
are cremated with full rites.
Donkeys and oxen are the usual beast of burden in Tlön, while the yak is ubiquitous in
Nunshanttang. Male aristocrats and high ranking Ninaji (male nuns) may ride in a horse- chariot
or wagon driven by a woman.
Mare’s milk and horse blood are potent components of the Ban medicine tradition, and are highly
sought. They are also rumoured to be employed in tantric ritual.
SanMai, the most common breed of farwing horses, are short, compact, muscular and shallowchested, with long, thick pelts of bay or chestnut. They are stubborn but hardy. The finest sanmai
are bred in the hills of Ch’orokshanttang, and can forage for hidden grass under snow.
The greatest horses in all the farwing lands are the magnificent ‘thousand kamu’ Purba, the
‘blood-sweating horses’. These beautiful, rare beasts can only be obtained in trade from the
crownward plains of the Kita Kita Kut. Purba are large, compact horses, high-spirited and
intelligent, with a distinctive head shape and high tail carriage. They are usually bay, grey or
chestnut in colour: black purba are known, but are far less common.
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Of HAir
The body is a powerful locus of symbolic
meaning. Hair especially is a marker of identity,
gender, occupation or caste, social rank, and
sensibility. Whether hair is bound or unbound,
covered or uncovered, luxuriant or cropped,
unkempt or carefully ordered are all powerful
symbols of a woman or mans’ place in society.
Hair is a potent magical substance that must be
controlled. Proper hair styling will fend off evil
even as it enhances beauty. Hair clippings must
always be carefully collected and burnt.
In the Tlönan menarche rituals, a young woman
is given adult clothes, and her hair is tied at
the top of the head. When she becomes fully
active in society, she will wear a jewelled hairpin
through the topknot. Farwing women of status
wear their hair at chest length and ornately
styled, while peasant and nomad women (and men) usually have shorter hair. Tlönan castes each
have distinctive hair styles for both women and men.
A woman’s hair grows long and luxuriant, but after giving birth her hair is bound tightly or
braided. Styling becomes more ornate as a woman grows in rank. Topknots, braids, decorative
tablets, hairpins, combs and flowers are all common ornaments, each with their own particular
meaning. The women of Nunshanttang decorate their hair with coral, bees-wax amber, coloured
stones and coins. Ni of the solitary orders shave their heads, while those of the sensual orders
allow their hair to grow as a luxuriant sign of sexuality and freedom. Da kini hair is deadlocked.
Tantrikii and some adepts allow their hair to grow long and matted. Mudang shamankas often
adopt a male hair style.
Men most commonly bind their hair in either a thick braid or topknot. Male nuns follow the
traditions of their orders.
Beards are a sign of male independence and pride, but as a man rises in status, the more likely
he is to go about clean-shaven in mimicry of woman, in the same way that he might wear the
trousers of a horsewoman. Tlönan men especially use depilates and foundation powders to achieve
the smooth, hairless ‘face of power’. Domestic servants and castes associated with the inner tent
are not permitted beards.
Both sexes make free use of hair dyes and paints.

10
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Next imagine ancient Korea, with its city states and scheming petty nobility, its female shamans
in eternal dispute with scholar-officials and priests, its love of ritual and debate, its fiery food and
striking ways of dress, its modesty and delicate sense of decorum. Take its people’s fierce sense of
independence and enterprise, their uncompromising family ethic and relentless pragmatism.
Now Korea was a tiny and relatively insignificant kingdom when compared to the vast population of
China. But for our new world, imagine a joint Empire where the relative strength of the two cultures
is reversed: a predominantly Korean civilisation with Chinese elements. These are the Ban’ka’ttar
or Ban, peoples of the original Ontolosnan empire, which in the third progress of the first epoch
advanced from its ancestral river valleys in Ponpyungttang to win control the entire nearwing
coast of the world. Led by their warrior queens, the Ban cultivated rice and barley, they built the first
altar-cities, they shaped devi goddesses in their own image, they created writing and government
and religion and war. They were, and are, a mighty people.
The Ban sought an ideal society based on a harmony between the individual, nature, and society.
Their mudang shamans were the first to bind the wild Kut (‘powers’), to raise them to consciousness
and to give them voice. Gaining political power, the mudang princesses consciously shaped existing
myth and ritual to further their goals, creating an enduring close link between religious, economic
and military activity.
Over relentless generations, Ban explorers forged a trail across the towering spine of the world, the
sacred, deadly, eternally snow-capped mountain range called the Shanaranyas. To farwing of the
peaks they found untamed but fertile lands, and in the space of a further generation had conquered,
colonised and settled to the shores of Shon Bata, the Calm Abiding Blue, a vast inland sea.
The dominant peoples of that farwing land were the Tlöna. They were a vibrant people, equal in
many measures to their conquering masters. The Tlöna absorbed the fruits of Ban civilisation and
combined it with their own rich heritage. In the slow course of generations they outgrew their
servitude, becoming equals, then rivals, and finally enemies of the Ban.
So imagine Northern India in all its vibrant polyglot energy, insatiable and ever-curious. Consider its
labyrinthine caste system, its pandits and priests, secretive tantrikii, marketplace mystics, its raniis
bedecked in silks and jewels. Imagine the bustling squalor of its merchant cities, sensuous and carnal,
awash with all the colours of the sun, the air heavy with the tang of spice and humanity.
This is the land of the Tlöna as it exists today, in the seventh progress of the seventh epoch. Centred
around the fertile delta of the Kyo Ma Kang (‘Life River’), the Episteme or Perfection of Tlön
is an agricultural land secure in the bounty of its plantings and the maritime resources of its inland
sea. The capital, Sinop, has grown to become perhaps the greatest city in the world, farwing jewel
of a mighty people. Tlön’s subject peoples include the high mountain land of Nunshanttang,
the secretive and fertile Anarchy of Narisha (a Heian Japan analogue) and the verdant though
backward Ban-settler region of Ch’orokshanttang, the ‘Green Mountain Land’, whose feuding
clans are organised around male leaders.
As Tlön grew in wealth and power, so the perilous, wing-long trade route across the Shanaranyas
became the axis of the world. It was called Na’ Mu Shur, the Knife-Lung Road. Those who
travelled this perilous highway—traders, diplomats, spies, pilgrims, fortune seekers and exiles—traded
in silks and jewels and scriptures and spices, and in ideas and hopes and futures and subversions as
well.
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Now imagine ancient Tibet, harsh and unrelenting, with its omnipresent cold and terrifying
emptiness, its semi-nomadic yak herders, tantric adepts and llamas, tiny stone walled monastery
towns, eternal peaks, demon-haunted high plains and hidden valleys. Consider the unwashed,
rough-hewn vitality and humour of its people, devoted to full cultivation of the spirit and
full living of the flesh.
The Kal’ttar are such. A semi-barbaric people of the Nunshanttang (‘Snow Mountain
Land’), they first came into history’s view as caravan bandits, guards, guides, hostel
keepers and petty traders, leaching upon the riches of the Knife Lung Road.
Over generations, these rude clans become a people, and, for a short time, an empire.
Tlön eventually discovered the Kal’ttar’s rich traditions of sacred learning, and their
seeming-infinite varieties of esoteric practice. Then the Third Aja arose from amongst
those snow-clouded peaks to unite the tribes and subdue the lowlands of the Tlöna.
Briefly, the Kal’ttar found themselves rulers of an Empire.
Those days passed quickly. Nunshanttang now acts as the elder sister of the mountains, its
la mahs and da kini adepts offering guidance and spiritual wisdom to the Perfection of Tlön,
the temporal and worldly younger sister of the paddy plains.

Becoming: A World Ecology

of

Power

and

Memory

The Bird’s Back is awash with energy. A world ecology of Gi (‘power’) and Ki’ok (‘memory’) permeates
all things, created by life and suns and ocean, flowing like water in subtle rivers, cached in vast
reservoirs beneath mountains and temples. Gi has many manifestations, many octaves, many colours,
from the coarse pulse of raw physical power to the most subtle emanation from the mind of an Aja.
Ki’ok is more mysterious, absorbing the imprints of experience and emotion, unfettered by time,
collecting about living things and certain places in the landscape. Both Gi and Ki’ok can be harvested
and manipulated in communal ritual or though the the skills of a Dyo Adept.

Of

the

Kut

In Ontolosna, the deities, or Kut, are real. The Kut—the term means both ‘god’, ‘demon’, and ‘ritual’—
though powerful, are creatures created within time by natural forces, feeding on the flows of Gi.
Limited and often flawed, evolving as the world evolves, some Kut remain wild and tempestuous,
while others have taken on the sensibilities of the human Theagyns (‘goddess birthers’) who have
tamed and shaped them.
The exact role of bound Kut vary, but in the main they protect communities and focus the power of
their human masters or partners to prescribed ends. Kut can be powerful guides or protectors. Often
they are uneasy partners that might need to be bribed, compelled, bound or punished. Sometimes
they are masters. Some of the Kut are first in might and wisdom and beauty, keepers of all that is
good, while others are duplicitous and demonic. Dealing directly with any Kut is often like dealing
with an autistic child—a wilful, sullen child of enormous power. All of the greater Kut retain an
unsettling aspect of the radical, outrageous, or bizarre.
In the Perfection of Tlön, Kut enjoy limited rites in law and property. And the Kut often hate their
priesthoods, who direct and seek to control them. Often, a Kut will work through an independent
agent to subvert the plans of her own priestesses.

12
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T h e F o u r G i f ti n g s

The Four Giftings or Great Traditions of Ontolosnan Sacred practice.
Meditation 1 - Mountain Breaks Storm
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Among the most important of the Devi Kut are bi Ka’tamalah the Great Mother, Shining
Sun, Sky-Woman of the Pearl Carousal; the fearsome and terrible Komun Black Tongue, the
book burner, remover of obstacles and mistress of the fierce da kini warrior nuns; Byo Shu the
Mushroom Horse Rider, Revealer of the Real and Mistress of Sacrifice; bi Bo Ki Sha, the
beautiful strong-voiced daughter, trader and pilgrim, Goddess who Walked as a Woman; Tkk Tkk
Tkk the Hidden One, worshipped only by children and madwomen; Yo Ki of the White Mountain
Ridge, husband and companion, guide of lovers and ascetics; Bong Bong the Mind Ape; Krash
the Pilgrim; Shijun the Copper Bow; The Kitchen Bird; and the San Sin (sullen but powerful
mountain Kut).
A range of religious technologies known as The Four Giftings have evolved to allow humans and
some animals to interact with Kut, or with the memory and power of ancestors and descendants,
or to seek the paths of liberation. The Four Giftings—there are actually six main traditions, which
respectively concern Kut, nature shamanism, ancestors and descendants, liberation, social revolution,
and philosophical scepticism—each have their own methods and goals, their own strengths and
secrets, their own rites and magics or powers. And all have a profound this-worldly orientation, with
little speculation concerning survival or reincarnation beyond death.

Of

the

Aji

Now as surely as the Great Bird wings onward to its unknown destination, so change comes upon the
world. And change is embodied in the Aji.
The Aji (plural) are revolutionary teachers and leaders who implement great religious and social
change. An Aja transcends individual traditions, often combining aspects of them in new and
surprising ways. Aji are associated with technological progress, religious innovation and social
upheaval. They are forces of change, but often leave great destruction in their wake. Tlön tradition
recognises seven Animal Aji, seven semi-mythical Aji of the Sky and six historical Aji of
Progress. The coming of the seventh, final Aja is anticipated with both deep longing and deep fear.
Through the teachings of the Aji, a profound respect for all life and an abhorrence of murder and
violence have permeated society. Through the actions of the Aji, systematic violence and warfare—so
it is hoped—have been banished forever.
Yet human passions always find expression, and enmity and hatred take new forms. For every Aja
there is a Hero, a Shala, a dark champion and defender of the old ways who will oppose the new
with violence, terror and deception.

T h e M u r d e r S to r m s
As the rivalry between the Ban and Tlöna grew over time, many among the powerful on both sides
sought to limit and contain their rivals. Direct war was never a possibility, but both empires spied and
bribed and sought to incite rebellion, a ceaseless campaign of espionage that often involved the Kut.
In the year of the jade horse, the fifty-eighth byon of the second progress of the seventh epoch, a
deadly, unnatural tai feng (typhoon) rose above the world spine to wreak havoc on farwing lands. It
was the first of many over the following generations that wrought widespread destruction and terror
upon the Tlön and Kal’ttar, bringing the Empire to its knees. These tempests were known as Murder
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Storms. They were the outcome of Ban theagyn rituals directed to tal
Tonaka the Typhoon Kut, The Mad Storm, the Blue Stone Mountain
Woman. Entreaties to lure the goddess to a new home failed. Attempts
at diplomacy through other Kut failed, for tal Tonaka was ancient, and
solitary, and among the first in might.
With crops failing and entire regions despoiled by the typhoons, Tlön finally
mounted a desperate counter theagyn ritual to contain the wild storms
and compel the Typhoon Goddess to its will. Entire cities became ceremony
sites. The countryside was depopulated save for those providing food. In
the temple-cities millions gave of their power, their Gi, in season-long
ceremonies spread across four wings.
It was the greatest rite in history, and the name whispered before the fiery
altars was ‘Mountain Breaks Storm’.
At Wingtouch in the year of the silver eagle, the sixty fourth wing of the
third progress of the seventh epoch , the accumulated Gi and Ki’ok of an
empire was directed in a lance of power to the base of Buson and other
sacred peaks. The ritual was designed to redirect the natural flow of Gi
through the mountains, starving the Typhoon Goddess of the energies that
fed her tempests.
But this greatest of rites did not have its intended effect. Perhaps the San
Sin, the wild Kut of the mountain peaks, angry at the impiety, interfered.
Perhaps the ritual disturbed vast, unsuspected reservoirs of Gi deep
beneath the mountains. Perhaps the Ban had perfected a counter-ritual. Or
perhaps the ritual simply failed ….
Whatever the reason, the results were catastrophic.
The mountains rose. The mountains fell. It is said that the Great Bird herself
shrieked, a deafening and terrifying cry heard across the world. All along
the Shanaranyas, the lands changed. Hwasan and chansan (volcanoes
of heat and cold—the veins and arteries of the World-Bird) erupted
violently, to terrible death and destruction. Earthquakes and landslides
obliterated entire cities. The Knife Lung Road was shattered, and several
small mountain kingdoms were lost to history. Many survivors among the
Kal’ttar returned to nomad ways upon the High Empty (the high altitude
desert of Noop’Pin) or fled to a miserable existence in the lowland cities
of Tlöna.
Amidst the terrible desolation, almost all contact between near- and farwings was severed.

Meditation 1 - Mountain Breaks Storm

Of Hwasan and chansan
A hwasan is a volcano of great heat. A
chansan is a cryovolcano of intense cold.
Hwanan and chansan are understood to be
veins and arteries of the World-Bird that
have ruptured onto the surface. They most
commonly appear in mountainous regions,
and while often as large as earthly volcanoes,
hwasan and chansan can be much smaller.
A Hwasan is a ruptured vein in the World-Bird’s
skin that explosively expels superheated rock,
ash, and gases, creating violent eruptions and
superheated red-lava flows of molten rock.
A Chansan is a ruptured artery in the
Bird’s skin. Equally deadly, it expels pellets
and crystals of solid gases and rock, and
supercooled flows of azotic blue-larva
(liquid nitrogen). Evaporating explosively,
these blue-larva flows often cut deep furrows
into the earth.
Hwasan and chansan often appear in close
proximity to each other, and both are rich
sources of Gi. Hwasan are associated with the
San Sin (Mountain Kut) and chansan with
the Huso Sin (Water Kut).
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of

Knowing

It is now the byon of the opal bear, the twenty fifth wing of the seventh progress of the seventh
epoch. Two hundred and forty wings have passed since the terrible events of Mountain Breaks Storm.
Inspired by the genius and leadership of the Sixth Aja, the Perfection of Tlön has rebuilt much of its
power and prosperity.
And the Great Bird wings on. Everything is change. The Sixth Aja’s secret and dying words to her
closest disciples, the Three Word Blessing, violently divided them, and have created widespread
religious division and civil strife.
Everyone knows that the end of all history is approaching with the end of the Seventh Epoch. The
Sip augurers of the Do’Yeja humanity tradition—who draw upon the memory and power of ancestors
and descendants—know that the number of descendants contactable in ritual is lessening, as is the
power to be gained through them. The world is but forty four byon from Kasangsari, the Edge, and
beyond it time is unknown and unknowable. There is much fear, and also much hope, in anticipation
of the coming of the Seventh Aja. There is also religious ferment, with the rise of false messiahs,
prophets and heroes, new teachings and new practices.
In Nunshanttang, the ancient power of the monasteries is under threat. Great efforts are being made
to cross the Shanaranyas and relink the Empires of Tlöna and Ban, forging again the glory of the
Knife Lung Road.
In Tlön, caste instability is increasing, and a protracted lawsuit against the guardian Kut of Sinop has
paralysed the palace of the Rani. To crownward, new leaders and ideas have brought dramatic change
to the city states of the Kita Kita Kut, the Plain of Ten Thousand Powers (whose analogues are the
city–states of the ancient Middle East).
The mysterious Ss’arr or Ship Women of Kkae Juk Shem, the Tail Feather Islands, are small in
number, but powerful in the arts of science, having built vessels that can brave the impossible
stormtides of the Bibaram Pada, the limitless tailward ocean. Moving from their walled enclaves,
the Ship Women are aggressively pursing trade and diplomacy across the three lands, to unknown
purpose.
To tailward, the Ban are rumoured to have established an aggressive presence among the peoples of
the Ssaumhae Pyon, the Wanton Shore. The Ban bring the threat of military violence to a land that
has forgotten war.
And throughout the lands, the da kini ride their tall horses with dreadful and holy purpose.

A Beginning
Analogues are always useful in providing a ready orientation and starting point for our imaginations.
However, they can distort and deceive as much as they illuminate. The women and men of Ontolosna
are not Koreans, Indians, Tibetans …. They have been shaped by the forces of their world and history
into unique peoples, each with their unique story, mythologic and culture. Uncovering and sharing
that story is our joint venture, for entertainment, insight, and pleasure.
Come join the Bright Journey.
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